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Abstract. A database consisting of approximately 4000 storm observa-

tions has been objectively analyzed to determine environmental character-

istics that produce high radar reflectivities above the freezing level, large to-

tal lightning flash rates on the order of 10 flashes min−1 and anomalous ver-

tical charge structures (most notably, dominant mid-level positive charge).

The storm database is drawn from four regions of the United States featur-

ing distinct environments, each with coinciding Lightning Mapping Array

(LMA) network data. LMAs are able to infer total lightning flash rates us-

ing flash clustering algorithms, such as the one implemented in this study.

Results show that anomalous charge structures inferred from LMA data, sig-

nificant lightning flash rates and increased radar reflectivities above the freez-

ing level tend to be associated with environments that have high cloud base

heights (approximately 3 km above ground level) and large atmospheric in-

stability, quantified by normalized convective available potential energy (NCAPE)

near 0.2 m s−2. Additionally, we infer that aerosols may affect storm inten-

sity. Maximum flash rates were observed in storms with attributed aerosol

concentrations near 1000 cm−3 while total flash rates decrease when aerosol

concentrations exceed 1500 cm−3, consistent with previous studies. However,

this effect is more pronounced in regions where the NCAPE and cloud base
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height are low. The dearth of storms with estimated aerosol concentrations

less than 700 cm−3 (approximately 1% of total sample) does not provide a

complete depiction of aerosol invigoration.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Lightning variability

Lightning flash rates are directly linked to vertical air motions [Vonnegut , 1963;

Williams , 1985; Deierling and Petersen, 2008], namely stronger updrafts typically pro-

duce larger lightning flash rates [e.g. Rutledge et al., 1992]. Therefore, an investigation

of the environmental controls on lightning has implications regarding the environmental

controls on convective-scale vertical motions [Williams et al., 2005]. Strong vertical mo-

tions tend to produce large ice fluxes that promote charge separating collisions along with

supercooled liquid water that increases charge transfer per collision [Williams et al., 1991;

Saunders et al., 1991; Saunders and Peck , 1998]. A number of studies have found that ice

mass fluxes and graupel volumes, indicative of substantial mixed-phase ice concentrations,

correlate well to storm total flash rate [Petersen et al., 2005; Deierling et al., 2005]. It

should be noted that more turbulence is produced on the flanks of strong updrafts, likely

resulting in smaller, more numerous regions of high charge densities that produce many

geometrically compact flashes [Williams , 1985; Bruning and MacGorman, 2013].

It is well established that lightning favors continental regions globally [Wilson, 1916;

Whipple, 1929; Price, 1993] and the difference in flash rates between continental and

oceanic locations is roughly an order of magnitude [Christian et al., 1999, 2003; Cecil et al.,

2014]. Larger characteristic updraft speeds over land are coincident with characteristically

broader updrafts [Kyle et al., 1976; LeMone and Zipser , 1980; Williams and Stanfill , 2002;

Lang and Rutledge, 2002; Deierling and Petersen, 2008], therefore promoting interest in

the relationship between these quantities and their dependence on environmental factors.
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The prevailing paradigms of aerosol interactions and thermodynamics both attempt to

explain variations in updraft speeds via different processes explained below. The land

properties and radiative characteristics promote rapid warming and buildup of instabil-

ity, resulting in stronger updrafts by simple parcel theory [Doswell and Rasmussen, 1994;

Williams and Stanfill , 2002; Williams et al., 2005]. However, Williams and Renno [1993]

found that no significant differences in convective available potential energy (CAPE) ex-

ist between tropical oceans and land masses on a global scale. Lucas et al. [1994] and

Blanchard [1998] suggest vertical distribution of CAPE or the “shape of the CAPE” may

be significantly different between ocean and land, but it has not been given much consid-

eration in the literature to this point. These studies argue that other factors deviating

from parcel theory are necessary, such as water loading and entrainment of ambient air,

to explain the flash rate differences between land and ocean. Williams et al. [2005] found

that tropical thunderstorm flash rates were sensitive to cloud base height (CBH), a func-

tion of surface dew point depression or relative humidity. Moreover, the highest flash

rates corresponded to high surface temperatures and modest dew points rather than high

dew points. Williams et al. [2005] and Williams and Stanfill [2002] argue that storms

in warm and semi-arid environments produce larger flash rates because higher CBHs are

associated with broader updrafts due to thermals expanding at an approximately fixed

angle as they rise [Morton et al., 1956]. Broad updrafts are hypothesized to be less prone

to entrainment of ambient air and can transport a larger fraction of the available adiabatic

water content to the mixed-phase region (approximately 0 ◦C to -40 ◦C) where significant

electrification can occur [Williams et al., 1991; Zipser , 2003]. Additionally, Carey and

Buffalo [2007] found that storms with shallow warm cloud depths (WCD), the depth of
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cloud warmer than 0 ◦C, were more intense by multiple proxies. This is in accordance with

Williams et al. [2005] because CBH and WCD are undoubtedly linked by their relation

to the environmental freezing height.

There is now a considerable body of literature pertaining to how aerosol concentrations

may impact microphysical processes in convective clouds. For low to moderate cloud

condensation nuclei (CCN) concentrations (< 1000 cm−3), increases in aerosol loading

increase droplet concentration and decrease average droplet size, abating warm rain pro-

cesses [Andreae et al., 2004]. This results in more liquid cloud water reaching the freezing

level and above. The freezing of cloud water releases additional latent heat, making the up-

draft more buoyant and invigorating mixed-phase dynamics [Lyons et al., 1998; Williams

et al., 2002; van den Heever et al., 2006; Rosenfeld et al., 2008; Altaratz et al., 2010].

However, [Rosenfeld et al., 2008] claim that this effect is only valid for cases of moderate

CCN concentrations (approximately 1000 cm−3). If concentrations are increased past this

level, aerosols may absorb a significant amount of incoming solar radiation, resulting in

a decrease of surface insolation and surface-based instability. This redistribution of heat-

ing increases the stability of the near-surface layer and curbs thermally driven convective

motions.

Decreases in convective intensity may also be caused by cloud microphysical impacts.

Extremely high aerosol concentrations may cause a lack of precipitation, increasing con-

densate loading above the freezing level and decreasing the buoyancy of the updraft [see

Rosenfeld et al., 2008, Fig. 3]. Graupel growth may also decrease as collision efficien-

cies are reduced due to smaller droplet diameters, thereby reducing electrification [Khain

et al., 2001; Mansell and Ziegler , 2013]. In a modeling study, Mansell and Ziegler [2013]
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found that drop size dependent ice multiplication processes [Hallett and Mossop, 1974;

Mossop, 1976, 1978] may also contribute to the lightning decrease at very high CCN con-

centrations. The relative contribution between thermodynamics and aerosols on storm

intensity is not fully understood. Decoupling the two effects is very difficult because they

are often intertwined [e.g. Williams et al., 2002; Williams and Sátori , 2004; Lang and

Rutledge, 2006]. However, we hypothesize that aerosol and thermodynamic effects should

be considered simultaneously. Aerosol invigoration is hypothesized to slow the formation

of warm-phase precipitation and allow a larger fraction of water to reach the mixed-phase

region and invigorate storm intensity [Williams et al., 2002; van den Heever et al., 2006;

Rosenfeld et al., 2008]. To first order, the amount of time a parcel spends in the warm

phase of the cloud is dependent on WCD and updraft speed, and both of these quantities

are affected by thermodynamics, suggesting that aerosol impacts may be modulated by

thermodynamics.

1.2. Charge structures and storm polarity

Along with total flash rate, vertical charge structures are sensitive to environmental

conditions through storm microphysics and dynamics [Carey and Buffalo, 2007; Lang and

Rutledge, 2011]. The non-inductive charging of ice particles is considered the dominant

mechanism for buildup of storm electrification, but also has implications for the sign of

charge acquired by large and small ice particles [Reynolds et al., 1957; Takahashi , 1978].

The sign of graupel charge depends both on local temperature and liquid water content

(LWC) of the cloud environment [Takahashi , 1978; Jayaratne et al., 1983; Saunders et al.,

1991]. Therefore, macroscale variations of LWC and temperature along precipitation tra-

jectories after charge separation determine the overall charge structure of a storm [Brun-
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ing et al., 2014]. Inference of storm charge structures may provide additional information

about mixed-phase microphysics that cannot be obtained from flash rate alone.

Most thunderstorms possess a “normal” tripole charge structure, characterized by neg-

ative charge at mid-levels (approximately -10 ◦C to -30 ◦C) situated between regions of

upper and lower positive charge. The upper positive charge is considered to be stronger

and more active of the positive charge regions [Williams , 1989; Lang and Rutledge, 2011].

Such storms produce large fractions of −CG flashes [Krehbiel , 1986; Williams , 1989].

However, storms that produce anomalously large amounts of +CG flashes [e.g. Branick

and Doswell , 1992; MacGorman and Burgess , 1994; Carey and Rutledge, 1998; Lang and

Rutledge, 2002; Wiens et al., 2005] have also been observed. It is claimed that these storms

typically contain an “inverted” charge structure with mid-level positive charge situated

between layers of negative charge [Lang et al., 2004a; Rust et al., 2005; Wiens et al., 2005;

Tessendorf et al., 2007; MacGorman et al., 2008]. These storms are most common in the

High Plains region of the United States, consistent with the hypotheses of Williams et al.

[2005] and may be responsible for the maximum in +CG production observed there, al-

though mesoscale convective systems also play a role [Zajac and Rutledge, 2001]. Williams

et al. [2005] claim that the collocation of high CBH and sufficient instability in the High

Plains produces strong, broad updrafts capable of supplying the mixed-phase region with

large ice masses to produce large flash rates, and large supercooled water contents that

increase the likelihood of mid-level positive graupel via non-inductive charging [e.g. Lang

and Rutledge, 2002]. In numerous studies, observations illustrate that inverted storms

tend to be stronger, and are more likely to be severe, than those with normal charge

structures [Carey et al., 2003; Carey and Buffalo, 2007; Lang and Rutledge, 2011]. Brun-
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ing et al. [2014] have observed a continuum of charge structures ranging from simple ones

like those described earlier, to more complex ones with many layers of charge. They

suggest the use of the term “inverted” can be misleading because storms may have a

continuum of vertical charge structures, rather than the two archetypes described above.

In accordance with the advice of Bruning et al. [2014], we will use the terms “normal”,

similar to previous studies and “anomalous” for storms with charge structures different

from “normal” polarity. This is discussed further in the methods section.

Positive CG production and anomalous charge structures common in severe storms

in the U.S. Central Plains [Carey et al., 2003; Lang et al., 2004a] suggest that similar

dynamics and microphysical processes may be involved in the production of large flash

rates and anomalous charge structures. Intense storms with strong updrafts are likely

able to supply the mixed-phase region with large ice mass and large liquid water contents.

These storms produce strong charge separation and are more likely to support positive

charging of graupel by virtue of ice-phase microphysics [Takahashi , 1978; Saunders et al.,

1991; Saunders and Peck , 1998]. It is reasonable to hypothesize that regions producing

high flash rate storms should also be conducive to anomalous charging and inverted storms,

a claim that will be investigated in this study.

1.3. Approach of this study

Variations in lightning behavior generate interest on the effects of local environments

on storm intensity. This motivated the present study, which attempts to determine the

environmental characteristics that affect the electrical behavior of storms. This is carried

out by extending the Colorado State University (CSU) Lightning, Environmental, Aerosol

and Radar (CLEAR) framework [Lang and Rutledge, 2011] as a tool to perform a com-
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prehensive study on various thunderstorm datasets. CLEAR objectively analyzes large

amounts of data to compile statistics on storms with specific properties (e.g. total flash

rate) to understand the factors (e.g. thermodynamics and aerosols) that may control or

are related to storm intensity. The specified characteristics of storm intensity investigated

here are total lightning flash rate (a proxy for updraft intensity), presence of anomalous

charge and large mixed-phase reflectivity. The present study analyzes thunderstorm data

for one warm season. The regions and periods of study are shown in Fig. 1 and were

chosen for their distinct thunderstorm climates and LMA networks to provide detailed

investigations of electrical characteristics. See Barth et al. (in press) for additional dis-

cussion about the Alabama, Oklahoma and Colorado regions involved in the Deep Clouds

and Convective Chemistry (DC3) Experiment.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. CLEAR framework

The CLEAR analysis framework was developed by Lang and Rutledge [2011] to auto-

mate the analysis of thunderstorm data from a variety of sources. The framework is a

fully modular collection of software designed to merge and attribute a collection of data

to storms. Once data is attributed to specific storms, analysis can be performed and

relevant statistics compiled in an efficient manner. It is important to note that CLEAR

treats every cell at each radar volume independently, implications of this are discussed

below. Case studies can be performed with CLEAR using its tracking capabilities [Lang

and Rutledge, 2011].
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2.2. Radar

The radar data is derived from the Multi-Radar/Multi-Sensor (MRMS) National Mosaic

and Multi-Sensor Quantitative Precipitation Estimates (NMQ) mosaic 3D radar data

comprised of gridded NEXRAD-WSR88D radar reflectivity [Zhang et al., 2011]. NMQ

data have approximately 1km x 1km horizontal resolution and a stretched vertical grid

from 500 m to 18 km above mean sea level (MSL). Vertical resolution varies from 500 m

near the surface to 2 km near the top of the domain. These mosaics covered the entire

continental United States (CONUS) and were produced every 5 minutes at the time of

this study.

A cell-tracking algorithm similar to Rowe et al. [2011] and Lang and Rutledge [2011] was

used to objectively identify convective cells. This algorithm is a variant of the Thunder-

storm Identification, Tracking, Analysis and Nowcasting (TITAN) tracking methodology

[Dixon and Weiner , 1993], and utilizes contiguous regions of composite reflectivity to

locate individual cells or convective elements within a larger system. The main advan-

tage of this algorithm is computational efficiency with isolated cells, which was the focus

of this study to avoid complications of organized convection. CLEAR cell tracking is a

centroid-based algorithm that identifies cells based on a tunable two-reflectivity threshold

system on a composite reflectivity field that must meet prescribed size criteria. For this

study, reflectivity thresholds of 30 and 40 dBZ with minimum areas of approximately 20

km2 and 13 km2 respectively were imposed. Strict thresholds, roughly 50-100% higher

than similar algorithms [Johnson et al., 1998; Rowe et al., 2011; Gauthier et al., 2010;

Lang and Rutledge, 2011], were mandated because electrified cells are of interest in this

study. This resulted in the removal of non-meteorological signals and a large fraction of
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non-lightning producing cells. Additionally, the large reflectivity thresholds resulted in a

preferential identification of storm volumes near the mature phase of the storm lifecycle

compared to the initial growth and decaying phases. To make the reflectivity field less

noisy, a bi-linear smoothing was applied to the reflectivity field before cell identification.

This resulted in fewer and larger cells compared to the non-smoothed field and provided

better performance based on subjective analysis of random cells.

Since isolated convection was the focus of this study, a novel method for objectively

identifying isolated cells was implemented based on the convective-stratiform partition-

ing, largely based on reflectivity gradients, introduced by Yuter and Houze [1998]. Each

convective region identified by the algorithm was searched for the number of cells it con-

tained. Any convective region containing multiple cells resulted in an organized classifica-

tion of those cells, whereas isolated cells were lone occupants of a convective region. The

isolated classification of a cell was performed independently for each radar volume. This

implies that an isolated cell at a particular time may not have been isolated in previous

radar volumes and may have been the product of a merger between two adjacent cells, or

a split from a parent cell. Using the tracking algorithm, we estimated that nearly 90% of

all cells included in the analysis were isolated throughout their lifetime. An example of

the isolated classification is shown in Fig. 2a. As a result of this methodology, adjacent

cells needed to be approximately 10 km or further apart to be classified as isolated.

2.3. Lightning Mapping Array (LMA)

This study made use of the LMA networks located in multiple regions of the CONUS

[Krehbiel et al., 2000; Goodman et al., 2005; MacGorman et al., 2008; Lang et al., 2014].

LMAs use time-of-arrival (TOA) techniques from multiple stations (6 or more) to locate
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very high frequency (VHF) radiation sources produced by the propagation of a breakdown

channel or flash [Shao and Krehbiel , 1996; Rison et al., 1999; Thomas et al., 2004]. Both

cloud and ground flashes may produce tens to thousands of sources each, depending on

detection ability of the LMA network and flash size. Due to the fact that source location

errors are dependent on the distance from the LMA [Thomas et al., 2004], only storms

within 125 km of the LMA center are considered for this study. By virtue of the different

characteristics of each LMA network such as component technology and number of sta-

tions, there are significant variations in detection performance and sensitivities between

networks. This demanded the use of network-dependent thresholds described below.

Assuming a simple one-dimensional (1D) representation of a storm, it is possible to

infer the crude vertical charge structure of a storm from the distribution of LMA sources

produced by lightning flashes [Wiens et al., 2005; Tessendorf et al., 2007; Lang and Rut-

ledge, 2008; MacGorman et al., 2008; Lang and Rutledge, 2011]. Positive charge regions

tend to emit more VHF radiation because negative leader propagation into positive charge

is inherently noisy in the VHF portion of the spectrum [Rison et al., 1999]. To exploit

this, we locate the height of maximum VHF source production in a storm and assign a

temperature to that level based on attributed environmental model analysis data. This

LMA mode temperature is the approximate temperature of the dominant positive charge

region within a storm. With this simple approach, a normal polarity storm with a dom-

inant positive charge region in the upper portions of the cloud would likely result in a

LMA mode temperature near -40 ◦C [Lang and Rutledge, 2011]. We classify a mode tem-

perature warmer than -30 ◦C as anomalous, indicating the possible presence of strong

mid-level positive charge or an active lower positive charge region associated with a nor-
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mal polarity storm (see Fig. 2b). This method ignores horizontal variability and other

complicated charge structures, common in larger and severe storms, especially supercells

[Bruning et al., 2010, 2014]. However, severe storms make up a small fraction of the total

isolated convective storm population studied here. Using spatial and temporal matching

of Storm Prediction Center [SPC; Corfidi , 1999] storm reports to identified cells, only 3%

produced severe weather during observation. Furthermore, the influence of these storms

is mitigated by virtue of the analysis methods detailed later. A simple charge structure

inference method such as this is advantageous because it allows for simpler analysis on

the large sample size of storms present in this study.

2.4. Flash Clustering Algorithm

This study used a new algorithm based on spatial and temporal clustering of LMA

sources with the Density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN)

technique [Ester et al., 1996] as implemented in the Python scikit-learn package [Pedregosa

et al., 2011]. The flash algorithm, which is integrated into an open-source LMA analysis

package [https://github.com/deeplycloudy/lmatools; Bruning , 2013] is further processed

to give the time, location and plan-position area of every flash. For simplicity, it is as-

sumed that all flashes are detected with 100% efficiency. This is likely unrealistic, but the

flash rate trends should remain robust because it is expected that any inaccuracies are

consistent within the 125 km radius threshold and consistent between networks. Perfor-

mance evaluation was carried out by manual inspection of random cells (Fig. 3) and flash

counts were within 10-15% of manual counts and XLMA [Rison et al., 1999; Thomas

et al., 2003; Lang et al., 2004b], which has been used in numerous studies [e.g. Wiens

et al., 2005; Tessendorf et al., 2007; Lang and Rutledge, 2008].
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Similar to XLMA and other flash clustering algorithms, flash rates are sensitive to

the clustering configuration. Large flashes may be broken into multiple smaller flashes

in active storms [Bruning , 2013]. Typical maximum spatial (3 km) and temporal (0.15

s) threshold values [MacGorman et al., 2008] were used for the sensitive Oklahoma and

Colorado networks. These thresholds are defined to be the initial search radius for LMA

sources in a flash, analogous to other algorithms. However, this algorithm identifies a

flash if a high density of LMA sources is found within the initial search radius, rather

than searching for the mere presence of LMA sources within a search radius [e.g. McCaul

et al., 2009]. If a flash is identified, then a new search centered on the flash is performed

and more LMA sources can be attributed to the original flash. In this manner, a flash

can be much larger than the spatial and temporal thresholds. The spatial threshold was

increased to 6 km and minimum points per flash were decreased from 10 to 2 in the

less sensitive Alabama and DC networks to account for decreased detection efficiencies,

following McCaul et al. [2009]. This resulted in more robust flash rates outside of the

LMA network [Fuchs , 2014]. The detection efficiencies of each LMA network are strongly

dependent on the number of stations, technologies, and local radio frequency noise. The

network-dependent space and time criteria produced realistic flash rates with less sensitive

Alabama and DC networks, particularly in high flash rate storms that have a large fraction

of small flashes with a fewer number of sources [Bruning and MacGorman, 2013].

2.5. National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN)

This study used 1-ms resolution NLDN flash-level data. Detection efficiencies in all

regions of study are at or above 90% [Cummins et al., 1998; Cummins and Murphy ,

2009]. Per the recommendations of Cummins and Murphy [2009], any CG peak currents
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under 10 kA were reclassified as IC flashes. Any IC flashes with peak currents over 25 kA

were reclassified as CG flashes of appropriate polarity. Since it is assumed that the LMA

detects all IC and CG flashes, NLDN-detected IC flashes were discarded. The number of

IC flashes in a given cell is the difference between the LMA total flashes and the NLDN-

detected CG flashes. Appropriate CG flashes were considered to be those either within

an identified cell or within 10 km of an identified cell.

2.6. Environmental hourly isobaric analysis

Hourly analysis from the Rapid Update Cycle [RUC; Benjamin et al., 2004] model was

used until May 1, 2012 and Rapid Refresh [RAP; Benjamin et al., 2006] model afterwards.

Model output was used in favor of National Weather Service radiosondes for spatial and

temporal resolution. All model data was characterized by 13 km horizontal resolution

and 37 vertical levels of varying resolution based on mandatory pressure levels. These

model data included a number of 2D variables such as CAPE while other variables were

calculated such as wind shear and CBH [Bradbury , 2000; Lang and Rutledge, 2011].

To obtain a representative measure of storm inflow, the environmental variables were

first temporally interpolated to the radar volume time, then the appropriate environmen-

tal data was determined by locating the grid point immediately upwind of the forecast

location of the storm similar to Thompson et al. [2003]. This resulted in grid point selec-

tions approximately 40 km from the forecast position of the storm that is likely not too

close so as to be influenced by convection, but not so far away that it is not representative

of the storm environment [Potvin et al., 2010; Lang and Rutledge, 2011].
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2.7. Aerosols

The attribution of aerosol observations is a new addition to the CLEAR frame-

work. Satellite [e.g. King et al., 1999; Remer et al., 2008] and ground-based [Hol-

ben et al., 1998] aerosol optical depth (AOD) data were attempted but deemed un-

representative of storm environments, mainly because of cloud masks near storms.

Therefore, the Goddard Earth Observing System chemical transport model (GEOS-

Chem; http://acmg.seas.harvard.edu/geos/) with the online aerosol microphysics module,

TOMAS [Adams and Seinfeld , 2002; Pierce et al., 2013] data was included in this study.

The concentrations of particles with diameters greater than 40 nm (N40), are used as

a proxy for CCN in this study [Rosenfeld et al., 2008] at multiple levels from the sur-

face to approximately 600 hPa. Surface and average sub-cloud layer concentrations for

a particular storm were calculated from the output to assess potential aerosol effects on

storm intensity. The model was run on a nested grid over North America at 0.5◦x0.667◦

(approximately 50 km) resolution. GEOS-Chem-TOMAS includes spatial and temporally

dependent natural and anthropogenic emissions and subsequent chemistry. For a com-

plete description of the emissions used in this study, see Stevens and Pierce [2014]. The

modeled meteorology is the GEOS5 assimilated meteorology product. Thus, there is no

feedback of aerosols and chemistry on the modeled meteorology. The model output was

spatially and temporally interpolated to each cell observation and attributed similar to

the model analysis thermodynamic data. GEOS-Chem-TOMAS has been shown to have

skill in predicting N40 and N80, see Table 3 in D’Andrea et al. [2013] for details.
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3. Results

3.1. Overview

Approximately 4000 storm observations from April - June in the four regions are in-

cluded in the results presented. This number is much smaller than Lang and Rutledge

[2011] due to the large requisite cell size and strict isolated classification to preferen-

tially include cells near the mature phase of their lifecycle. Of the total sample of storm

observations, 1351 were from the Alabama region, 1542 were from DC, 703 were from Ok-

lahoma and 726 were from Colorado. Recall that every storm at each radar volume time

is treated as a separate individual cell. The 4322 total cell observations came from 1656

unique tracks (physical storms). This resulted in an average of 2.6 cell observations per

track, which provides some evidence for the selective nature of the reflectivity criteria, in

addition to the independent nature of the storm samples. As mentioned previously, only

storms within 125 km of their respective LMA centers were included in the study due to

accuracy and detection efficiency considerations [Thomas et al., 2004]. The vast majority

of samples were subjectively analyzed as truly isolated by inspecting plots similar to Fig.

2a. A longitudinal filtering in Colorado was performed to remove topographically forced

storms over the foothills of the Rocky Mountains which are likely to have different mi-

crophysical and dynamical characteristics than those over the lower elevations of eastern

Colorado due to the differences in surface temperature, moisture, elevation and aerosol

concentrations [Jirak and Cotton, 2006]. Storms over the foothills of the Rocky Mountains

represent a relatively small sample size of the Colorado region and may be the subject of

a future study.
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3.2. Regional comparison

Flash rate and flash density, the latter defined as storm flash rate divided by area,

have both been used to diagnose storm intensity and have been shown to be related to

vertical motions [Baker et al., 1995; Boccippio, 2002; Petersen et al., 2005; Deierling and

Petersen, 2008; Barthe et al., 2010]. In this study, storm area was calculated by counting

pixels with reflectivities greater than 30 dBZ from the cell identification algorithm. Storm

total flash rates may be ambiguous because storms with drastically different flash densities

can produce similar flash rates if they have different areas. However, storm flash rate is

more commonly used throughout the literature and is more intuitive. Fig. 4a shows that

median flash rates and flash densities are closely linked for the entire sample of storm

volumes in this study, providing some evidence that storm flash rate is strong function of

flash density (intensity). Furthermore, similar trends are observed throughout the regions

(see Figs. 4b, 5a) and relationships with environmental parameters are very similar (not

shown). It is for these reasons that flash rate will be used in favor of flash density as

a proxy for storm intensity in this study. Regional comparisons in Fig. 4b show that

Colorado has the highest flash densities, followed by Oklahoma, Alabama and DC. The

difference between median flash densities in the Colorado and DC regions is roughly an

order of magnitude. It should be noted that the highest flash density of any storm in the

dataset was from Oklahoma.

The regional storm flash rate and vertical profiles of radar reflectivity [VPRRs; Zipser

and Lutz , 1994] differences are detailed in Fig. 5. The Colorado storms have the highest

characteristic flash rates compared to the other three regions, with a median value more

than twice as large as other regions (approximately 8 flashes min−1), similar to the regional
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flash density distributions. Fig. 5b shows that both Colorado and Oklahoma storms have

large mean reflectivities from roughly 4-10 km MSL, this is surprising since Oklahoma

storms produce lower flash rates than Colorado storms. This apparent discrepancy is

resolved in Fig. 5c, which shows the mean vertical profile of reflectivity as a function of

temperature, rather than height. The unique nature of the Colorado storms is apparent,

especially in the region from 0 ◦C to -40 ◦C, where the mean reflectivity difference is only

3.9 dBZ. The reflectivity differences in the other regions are 14.9, 12.5 and 8.7 dBZ for the

DC, Alabama and Oklahoma respectively. Interestingly, but perhaps not surprisingly, the

magnitudes of these reflectivity differences are inversely related to the regional flash rate

distributions. Colorado storms have the largest flash rates and the smallest reflectivity

difference, indicative of robust mixed-phase microphysics, while DC storms have the lowest

flash rates and largest reflectivity difference indicative of weak mixed-phase microphysics.

The large difference between Oklahoma and Colorado storms is surprising given that

they are nearly identical with respect to height. At a given height in the mixed-phase

region, the temperature is typically warmer in Oklahoma environments than Colorado

environments, based on attributed sounding data. Another feature of note is the smaller

reflectivity at and below the environmental freezing level in Colorado. This is consistent

with less warm-phase precipitation growth in the updraft by mechanisms discussed below.

Additionally, it may be due to evaporation of precipitation near or below elevated CBH in

Colorado [Heymsfield , 1978; Fankhauser et al., 1982], however it is impossible to pinpoint

the mechanisms without microphysical and dynamical data.

The analysis presented in forthcoming sections relates lightning quantities to storm and

environmental quantities. Because CLEAR treats each cell observation at each time in-
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dependently, large scatter is inevitable. Storm quantities (e.g. flash rate) rapidly evolve

compared to their environment, so large variations in storm quantities are observed for

a single storm that may be attributed to the same environment. Uncertainties may be

introduced by incorrect storm inflow attribution along with model uncertainties, although

Thompson et al. [2003] has demonstrated the skill of model analysis data. While these

errors contribute to scatter, trends emerge with the present sample size. To obtain phys-

ically significant relationships for representative storms, cell observations are binned by

environmental variables and median storm quantities for each bin are analyzed. This

attempts to remove contributions from other quantities influencing storm intensity and

flash rate and removes a large portion of the scatter due to temporal evolution. Medians

are used in favor of means to mitigate the effects of outlier storms and because medians

are more appropriate for skewed distributions that are common in the quantities investi-

gated here. Indications of data spread are also given and statistical significance will be

discussed.

Storms with enhanced reflectivities in the mixed-phase region tend to produce more

lightning (see Fig. 5b,c and Williams et al. [1991]). Updrafts that produce robust mixed-

phase microphysics should also loft small ice particles to great heights. Previous studies

have discussed a correlation between echo top height and lightning flash rates [e.g. Shack-

ford , 1960; Jacobson and Krider , 1976; Yoshida et al., 2009] where a fifth-power law was

found between cloud top height and flash rate that Price and Rind [1992] used to for-

mulate a simple global lightning parameterization based on relationships with updraft

strength. Lightning flash rates in these studies were obtained by a variety of methods

including satellite [Turman and Edgar , 1982], ground-based electric field meters [Jacob-
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son and Krider , 1976] and long range ground-based sferic detectors [Grandt and Volland ,

1988]. A comparison between Price and Rind [1992] and our current dataset is shown in

Fig. 6 (using 0 dBZ height as cloud top). Power-law relationships are evident in each of

the regions. Given that 0 dBZ height is most likely comparable to the heights in Price and

Rind [1992] it is surprising that flash rates are proportional to the 10th power of cloud

top height, in stark contrast to Price and Rind [1992]. A possible reason for the discrep-

ancy is that high flash rate storms will have more numerous smaller flashes [Bruning and

MacGorman, 2013] that may be missed by other observation methods but are detected

by the LMA.

The relationship between storm flash rates and LMA mode temperatures in each region

is shown in Fig. 7 and the relationship between +CG fractions, in-cloud to ground

flash ratio (IC:CG), and LMA mode temperatures is shown in Fig. 8. Recall that the

LMA mode temperature in this study is considered to be the approximate location of the

dominant positive charge region in a particular storm. For Alabama and DC, the highest

median flash rates are associated with cold LMA mode temperatures (Fig. 7), low +CG

fractions and low IC:CG ratios (Fig. 8), a behavior indicative of normal polarity storms.

Most storms in the Alabama and DC regions exhibit this behavior. While rare (< 2% of

the region population), storms with extremely cold LMA mode temperatures producing

large flash rates (in excess of 80 flashes min−1 in Alabama, 15 flashes min−1 in DC) are

found in the Alabama and DC regions. This is likely caused by very strong updrafts able

to loft ice crystals to very cold temperatures, producing large charge separation and flash

rates. In Alabama and DC, there is no evidence of high flash rate storms with mid-level

positive charge, as indicated by LMA mode temperatures near -20 ◦C. The relatively
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high +CG fractions and low flash rates from LMA mode temperatures near -20 ◦C are

consistent with weak or decaying convection such as the end of storm oscillation process

(EOSO; Moore and Vonnegut [1977]; Livingston and Krider [1978]; Pawar and Kamra

[2007]), rather than strong anomalous storms.

In contrast, storms in Oklahoma show a flash rate enhancement for warm mode tem-

peratures, between -15 ◦C and -30 ◦C, indicative of the presence of anomalous charge

structures [Lang and Rutledge, 2011]. These storms also have elevated +CG fractions and

IC:CG values, similar characteristics to the positive CG dominant storms in this region

found in other studies [e.g. Smith et al., 2000; Carey and Buffalo, 2007]. The highest flash

rates in the region are produced by storms with mode temperatures near -40 ◦C indicative

of normal polarity storms. These storms also produce lower +CG fractions than storms

with warmer mode temperatures, similar to the Alabama and DC regions.

A distinct peak in median total flash rate near -20 ◦C is evident in the Colorado re-

gion. The large spread for those points indicates that very high flash rate storms may

be associated with anomalous charge structures, and are far more common in Colorado

compared to Oklahoma. Even though anomalous storms are present in both Colorado

and Oklahoma by this analysis, the distinct relationships between flash rates and mode

temperatures in the two regions suggest that storm charge structures cannot be simply

classified into two categories, as suggested by Bruning et al. [2014]. An unexpected result

is that the highest median flash rates in Colorado are still observed in storms with mode

temperatures near -45 ◦C. Nearly all storms in Colorado produce high +CG fractions

and IC:CG values, except for the storms with the coldest mode temperatures. Note that

the strong normal polarity storms are less common than anomalous storms in Colorado,
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a behavior unique to this region. It is important to point out that a similar behavior

of strong normal polarity storms is observed in all regions but the clearest anomalously

electrified signal is observed in the Colorado region.

It is unclear why the coldest LMA temperatures are observed in Alabama and DC. The

equilibrium heights and NCAPE from attributed environmental data are significantly

higher in the storms with mode temperatures colder than -55 ◦C in Alabama and DC

than those with mode temperatures warmer than -55 ◦C using the Wilcoxon ranksum

test [Wilcoxon and Wilcox , 1964]. This suggests that these storms may have stronger

vertical motions and colder environmental tropopause and equilibrium temperatures by

parcel theory. Moreover, the 95th percentile of equilibrium heights is significantly lower

in Colorado than the other regions which may help explain the lack of storms with mode

temperatures less than -40 ◦C in that region.

3.3. Thermodynamics

Now that the differences in regional storm flash rates and inferred charge structures have

been discussed, possible factors producing these differences must be identified. CAPE has

been frequently proposed to explain the flash rate variations between individual storms

in addition to the global land/ocean differences in lightning flash rate and is generally

the cornerstone of the thermodynamic control on updraft speed [Williams and Renno,

1993; Sherwood et al., 2004]. We quantify the relationship between CAPE and lightning

flash rates in Fig. 9a, which shows only a modest correlation. The error bars on the log

scale indicate that the distribution of flash rates in each CAPE bin is non-symmetric,

with a large fraction of low flash rates and a long tail of higher flash rates. Most of the

CAPE values are small (< 500 J kg−1) while extremely large CAPE values (> 3000 J
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kg−1) are rare. Note that a large fraction of the storms in the lowest CAPE bin are due

to nocturnal convection. Removal of these storms did not change the results in any way.

Also shown on Fig. 9a are the regional distributions of CAPE. Oklahoma features the

most frequent occurrence of large CAPE values (> 1000 J kg−1). Colorado has the lowest

overall frequency of large CAPE values of any region even though it produces the highest

frequency of large flash rates. The low CAPE values in Colorado are due in part to the

higher surface elevation which results in a smaller vertical distance of positive buoyancy

between the level of free convection (LFC) and the equilibrium level (EL).

While CAPE is a useful quantity, it clearly has shortfalls. CAPE is based on parcel

theory even though it has been well documented that it is an oversimplification and

rather should serve as an upper bound of updraft speeds [Doswell and Rasmussen, 1994].

The vertical distribution of CAPE has also been considered in contrasting the lightning

activity between land and ocean regions but has not been thoroughly investigated. Carey

and Buffalo [2007] suggested normalized CAPE (NCAPE), the CAPE divided by the

distance between the LFC and the EL. Since the acceleration of an updraft in a layer is

dependent on the buoyancy in that layer, NCAPE is perhaps a more meaningful quantity

for updraft acceleration. Note that the units of NCAPE are the same as acceleration (J

kg−1m−1 or m s−2). The surface humidity is negatively correlated to LFC height, such that

the relative difference in NCAPE between a dry and moist environment will be smaller

than the relative difference between CAPE values since the distance between the LCL

and LFC will be smaller in a dry environment. Another advantage of NCAPE is that the

surface elevation is taken into account because the vertical depth of positive buoyancy is

included in the calculation. This has implications for the Colorado region, which has a
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surface pressure near 850 mb. Fig. 9b shows the median flash rate for each bin of NCAPE

for all storms in the study. The flash rate correlation is much stronger with NCAPE than

it is for CAPE. The high NCAPE values in the Oklahoma and Colorado regions partially

explain the higher flash rates observed in those regions but fall short in explaining why

the flash rates are highest in Colorado.

Fig. 9c,d shows the flash rates are well correlated with CBH and anticorrelated with

WCD. Generally, CBH is inversely related to WCD due to their dependence on the envi-

ronmental freezing height. These strong relationships suggest that CBH and WCD (depen-

dent on surface relative humidity) are important factors in determining the regional flash

rate differences. Immediately apparent is the anomalous nature of the Colorado region.

CBHs and WCDs are both significantly different from all other regions by the Wilcoxon

rank-sum test [Wilcoxon and Wilcox , 1964]. The similar CBH and WCD correlation with

flash rates casts doubt on any additional effects of CBH [Williams and Stanfill , 2002;

Williams et al., 2005] besides affecting WCD. Indeed high CBHs promote shallow WCDs,

but it is difficult to quantify any other possible effects of CBH (such as updraft width

and entrainment) on storm intensity from this dataset. Notably, a comparison between

Fig. 9c and Fig. 1 from Williams et al. [2005] reveals a strikingly similar trend to that

measured in the tropics by the Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission Lightning Imaging

Sensor [TRMM LIS; Christian et al., 1999, 2003]) instrument and proximity soundings.

Since these studies used completely different data sets and investigated different regions,

the fact that their results are consistent with those shown here increases the confidence

in the robustness of the relationship between CBH and total flash rate.
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While single variable analysis has illuminated some very important flash rate relation-

ships, one must consider interactions amongst the quantities. Fig. 10a shows the highest

median flash rates occur in storms with coincident high CBHs and large NCAPE values,

consistent with Williams and Stanfill [2002]. However, storms with only one of those

ingredients can produce considerable flash rates. This is consistent with the hypothesized

effects of NCAPE and CBH on storm processes. Large values of NCAPE likely produce

stronger vertical motions, all else being equal, that result in large ice masses for charge-

transferring collisions. High CBHs promote shallow WCDs, making it easier for updrafts

to transport liquid water to the mixed-phase region to assist in electrification. It is no

surprise that the large number of storms with small values of NCAPE and low CBHs have

small median flash rates. These storms are likely characterized by deep WCDs and weak

updrafts that are dominated by warm-phase precipitation growth and attendant loss of

liquid water.

We have claimed that CBH and WCD are inversely related by their dependence on the

freezing height. This is shown explicitly in Fig. 10b. The highest flash rates occur within

storms that have higher CBHs and shallower WCDs. However, at CBH values around 2

km, median flash rates increase as WCD values decrease. Note the inverse relationship

between CBH and WCD on the figure. There are no storms in our study dataset with low

CBHs and shallow WCDs because that is indicative of low freezing heights and instability

not conducive for isolated convection.

The distinct populations of macroscale charge structures in each region suggest that

they depend on environmental quantities in a manner similar to total flash rates. We

decided to investigate this further by identifying thermodynamic quantities that produce
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anomalous charge structures, which we have defined as storms with LMA mode tempera-

tures warmer than -30 ◦C and flash rates greater than 5 flashes min−1. Weakly electrified

storms where other processes may be occurring to produce warm mode temperatures (e.g.

EOSO) are excluded by these criteria. Fig. 10c shows that anomalous storms occur in

environments with either high values of CBH or NCAPE, or both. Two separate maxima

in anomalous storm fraction exist in this dataset, both of which correspond to relatively

high median flash rates when compared to the remainder of the population. The first

maximum is located in the low-moderate NCAPE, high CBH (upper left) quadrant and

the second maximum is located in the high NCAPE and moderate CBH (lower right).

Regional analysis indicates that most anomalous Oklahoma storms reside in high NCAPE

(> 0.2 m s−2) and moderate CBH (< 2 km) environments and have a median LMA mode

temperature near -25 ◦C. Interestingly, the anomalous storms in high CBH (> 2 km) and

moderate NCAPE (< 0.2 m s−2) environments all reside in Colorado and have a median

LMA mode temperature near -15 ◦C, significantly warmer than the anomalous Oklahoma

storms (p = 10−5), suggesting that not all anomalous storms are alike and should not be

treated as such [Bruning et al., 2014].

3.4. Aerosols

An investigation of storm intensity is not complete without considering the potential

impact of aerosols, in particular CCN. Thermodynamic controls on radar reflectivity pro-

files and flash rates have been shown but that does not preclude the possibility of aerosol

interactions. Following the methods of Rosenfeld et al. [2008], N40 is taken as a proxy

for CCN concentrations. The surface N40 value is used here for simplicity and because

trends are nearly identical to those of sub-cloud layer average quantities (not shown). Fig.
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11a shows that the highest flash rates in Alabama, DC, and Oklahoma are observed for

surface concentrations in the range 700 -1200 cm−3, rather remarkably consistent with the

modeling results of Rosenfeld et al. [2008], Mansell and Ziegler [2013] and the observa-

tions of Altaratz et al. [2010]. Even though median flash rates increase for the first three

N40 bins, the difference is not statistically significant. However, the flash rate decrease

for storms in higher N40 bins is statistically significant. Storms in environments with

N40 < 700 cm−3 are not included in the analysis because of the small relative sample size

(< 1%). From this dataset it is impossible to attribute the decrease in lightning flash

rates at high aerosol concentrations but they may be due to the several possible effects

discussed earlier including shortwave absorption by aerosols above the surface, resulting in

a reduction of surface-based instability, an increase in condensate loading in the updraft

or an overseeding effect whereby riming efficiencies are reduced.

To maximize sample size for reflectivity analysis, aerosol concentrations were stratified

into 2 categories based on flash rate variations: moderate (700 - 1200 cm−3) and polluted

(> 1200 cm−3). Mean vertical profiles of radar reflectivity were constructed and are shown

for the Alabama, Oklahoma and DC regions (Fig. 11c). Storms with moderate concentra-

tions have the highest mean reflectivity in the mixed-phase region, suggesting more robust

mixed-phase microphysics supportive of electrification. Differences are approximately 2

dB from 5 - 11 km MSL and are statistically significant.

Similar reflectivity (not shown) and flash rate analysis (Fig. 11b) in Colorado shows

a different behavior in Colorado. The highest median flash rates are associated with

the highest N40 concentrations, however both NCAPE and CBH significantly increase

with increasing N40 concentrations (not shown). The flash rate distributions for the two
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lowest N40 bins were not significantly different between Colorado and the other regions,

but were significantly different for the two highest N40 bins where the thermodynamics

are favorable for high flash rates, leading us to suggest that variations in flash rates are

a result of the larger NCAPE and higher CBH in those particular N40 bins. Therefore it

is impossible to infer the effects of aerosols in the Colorado region, since they are varying

simultaneously. This is generally consistent with the hypothesized interplay between

thermodynamics and aerosols. Shallow WCDs in Colorado likely result in reduced aerosol

impacts on warm-phase precipitation processes. It is important to note that the range

of median flash rates for all N40 bins in all regions is much smaller than each of the

thermodynamic quantities shown earlier (Fig. 9), suggesting flash rates are more sensitive

to thermodynamic variations in the regions of study.

3.5. Sensitivity studies

The sensitivity of these results is tested both for LMA flash counting performance and

autocorrelation between storm parameters. Since each cell observation at 5-minute inter-

vals is treated as a “different” cell, it is possible that consecutive observations of the same

storm are correlated with one another. Such autocorrelation violates assumptions made

when performing statistical significance tests. Rudlosky and Fuelberg [2013] conducted an

autocorrelation study of various storm parameters and found that the decorrelation time

for most parameters in non-severe storms was between 5-10 minutes, which is on the order

of consecutive radar volumes in this study. To test the effects of autocorrelation in our

dataset we compared prominent radar, lightning and environmental characteristics from

the full sample to a subset in which radar files at different time intervals were chosen. The

three tested subsets consisted of including radar files every 10, 15 and 20 minutes, the
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latter being much longer than the decorrelation time for all storm parameters [Rudlosky

and Fuelberg , 2013]. Rank-sum tests were performed on all radar, electrical and environ-

mental quantities. All quantities in question were not significantly different to the 95%

confidence level between the data subset and the full dataset in all regions. This low con-

fidence threshold [Johnson, 2013] should make it easier to be significantly different, giving

confidence to independent nature of the samples taken at regular 5 minute intervals.

A simple test was performed to determine the validity of the flash counts output by the

clustering algorithm and any LMA range dependence. Storms were binned by distance

from LMA center and LMA statistics were investigated. In all regions, LMA source den-

sities decreased with increasing distance because of detection efficiency decline. However,

flash rates were stable with respect to increasing range indicating that the flash clustering

algorithm was performing well and the number of points per flash decreased with range

rather than a non-physical decrease in flash rate [Fuchs , 2014].

4. Summary and Discussion

This study has demonstrated the use of an automated objective analysis tool on a large

sample of storms to characterize storm intensity in various regions of the United States

in the context of thermodynamic and aerosol environments. It is the first of its kind to

combine the detailed investigation of electrical activity afforded by the LMA with a large

sample size of storms in distinct environments in the United States.

Bulk median analysis has revealed that storm flash rates are sensitive to NCAPE,

CBH and aerosol concentration, but the particular dependencies are regionally dependent.

Large values of NCAPE tended to be associated with large flash rates likely through the

dependence of strong vertical motions that produce substantial ice mass fluxes necessary
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for charge separation. Strong vertical motions enable significant liquid water to be trans-

ported to the mixed-phase region to increase the magnitude of charge generation. Both

of these ingredients can contribute to produce significant electrification and large flash

rates.

It appears counterintuitive that the semi-arid region of Colorado produces the largest

fraction of high flash rate storms (> 10 flashes min−1). The NCAPE, mean vertical profile

of radar reflectivity and 30 dBZ echo top heights (not shown) are not significantly different

between the population of storms in Oklahoma and Colorado. A significant difference

between Oklahoma and Colorado is CBH (or WCD), suggesting this quantity contributes

to the higher flash rate storms in Colorado. Storms with high CBHs and shallow WCDs

are hypothesized to inhibit growth of warm-phase precipitation upon ascent, resulting

in more robust mixed-phase processes and lightning production. CBH obviously affects

WCD, but any other potential effects such as updraft width and entrainment cannot

be determined with confidence from this dataset due to the lack of microphysical and

dynamical information in the NMQ dataset. Regardless, the similarity between the CBH

and flash rate relationship observed here and the Williams et al. [2005] study is striking.

The data and regime of study are markedly different between the two analyses, yet a

similar, approximately exponential flash rate relationship is observed. This suggests that

these relationships may be robust and the relationships found here may have impacts

beyond this study on global variations of flash rates.

Anomalous storms and the environments that produce them have been the subject of

numerous studies, although the method of inferring gross charge structures was based on

dominant CG polarity. This study used LMA mode temperature to infer the location
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of the positive charge layer in a storm, because it relies on more accurate LMA flash

and source data rather than ground flash polarity which is subject to uncertainties such

as changes in detection efficiency due to numerous network upgrades [Nag et al., 2013].

Figs. 7 and 8 demonstrated little inferred charge structure variability in Alabama and

DC, where only normal polarity storms were observed, while increasing variability was

observed in Oklahoma and Colorado where storms with warm LMA mode temperatures

produced high flash rates. This suggests that vertical charge structures, or active positive

charge inferred by the LMA, do not fall into two simple categories of normal and inverted.

Rather, storms with LMA mode temperatures ranging from -10 ◦C to -30 ◦C can produce

a range of flash rates.

A conceptual model illustrating relationships between storm flash rates, vertical charge

structures and environment is shown in Fig. 12. To first-order, the partitioning of pre-

cipitation formation between warm and mixed-phase is dependent on the warm cloud

residence time, which is a function of CBH (or WCD) and NCAPE. The effectiveness of

collision-coalescence processes is dependent on the amount of time a parcel spends in the

warm phase of the cloud [e.g. Berry and Reinhardt , 1974]. For a given updraft speed,

a shallow WCD implies a shorter warm cloud residence time and smaller average cloud

droplet size, inhibiting coalescence and increasing supercooled water contents. Therefore

these storms would not require a strong updraft to supply the mixed-phase region of the

cloud with liquid water. These same storms also likely have high CBHs (Fig. 10b), which

may result in a reduction in entrainment and attendant decrease in water loss upon ascent

due to broad updrafts [Williams and Stanfill , 2002; Williams et al., 2005]. Both of these

factors tend to increase total lightning flash rates due to the increased ice mass for charge
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separating collisions, and increased supercooled water content to increase the magnitude

of charge transfer per collision. Bruning et al. [2014] claim that charge structures are also

sensitive to the loss of liquid water during parcel ascent through a storm. If liquid water is

depleted slowly, as is hypothesized in storms with high CBH and shallow WCD, higher su-

percooled water contents would tend to charge graupel positively at colder temperatures,

particularly in the mid-levels of a storm, resulting in anomalous charge structures [e.g.

Williams et al., 2005; MacGorman et al., 2008; Lang and Rutledge, 2011]. This appears

to be the case in some Colorado storms in the upper-left portion of Fig. 12, where most

anomalous storms have LMA mode temperatures near -15 ◦C.

NCAPE is also an important quantity through its relationship to updraft strength.

Storms with strong updrafts will be able to move parcels through the warm-phase of the

cloud faster than storms with slower updrafts and thus the former may deliver more super-

cooled water to the mixed phase region. This appears to be the case in some anomalous

Oklahoma storms in the bottom right portion of Fig. 12 that have large values of NCAPE

and relatively low CBH (deep WCD). Anomalous storms in this portion of the parameter

space were found to have LMA mode temperatures near -30 ◦C, colder than the anomalous

Colorado storms with high CBHs and smaller values of NCAPE. The specific nature of

the relationship between LMA mode temperatures of anomalous storms and the values of

NCAPE and CBH is currently unclear and will require a more in-depth investigation. It

should be noted that +CG fractions in the anomalous Oklahoma storms generally agree

with previous studies that used CG polarity to infer charge structure and NLDN clima-

tology studies [Wiens et al., 2005; Carey and Buffalo, 2007]. Changing the thresholds
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for incorrectly classified ground flashes did affect the magnitudes of +CG fraction and

IC:CG, however the trends remained robust.

In addition to the regional comparison of anomalous storms, an investigation of nor-

mal and anomalous storms in the Colorado region was of interest because of the unique

environmental and electrical characteristics of that region. NCAPE was found to be sig-

nificantly higher in normal polarity storms (0.25 ms−2 vs. 0.17 ms−2; p = 10−7), while N40

concentrations were found to be higher in anomalous storms (1425 cm−3 vs. 1225 cm−3;

p = 10−5). All other environmental quantities examined were not significantly different

between the storm populations. The larger median flash rates in normal polarity storms

was an unexpected result, given that supercooled water contents are expected to be higher

in anomalous storms. However, Lyons et al. [1998] and Lang and Rutledge [2006] found

that storms ingesting smoke from a nearby fire produced more +CG flashes, consistent

with the presence of anomalous charge structures. This suggests that aerosol impacts may

play a role in determining macroscale charge structures. Perhaps dynamical effects due

to local terrain may also be important [Crook et al., 1990].

Along with sensitivity to thermodynamic quantities, storm intensity proxies were also

dependent on N40 concentrations, particularly in Alabama, Oklahoma and DC, where

WCD values were approximately 3 km. For the markedly shallower WCDs in Colorado,

little if any sensitivity was found to varying N40 concentrations. This is consistent with

the hypothesized interplay between thermodynamics and aerosols, whereby CBH and

WCD modulate the effect of aerosol impacts by affecting the warm cloud residence time

(Fig. 12). Higher flash rates and mixed-phase reflectivities for storms with N40 con-

centrations 700-1200 cm−3 in Alabama, DC and Oklahoma are consistent with previous
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studies [Rosenfeld et al., 2008; Altaratz et al., 2010] and are possibly indicative of the

aerosol invigoration hypothesis [Williams et al., 2002; Rosenfeld et al., 2008]. However

the paucity of clean (N40 < 700 cm−3) cases provides an incomplete depiction of this

phenomenon. The decrease in intensity proxies for N40 concentrations greater than 1200

cm−3 suggests that aerosols may suppress convection if concentrations become very large.

This is possibly due to the aerosol direct effect preventing the realization of potential

instability or an overseeding effect whereby cloud droplets become so small and numerous

that riming efficiencies are decreased and condensate loading is increased [Rosenfeld et al.,

2008; Mansell and Ziegler , 2013].

The use of GEOS-Chem, a global transport model, along with many different types of

observations has proven to be a useful addition to the CLEAR framework. The model is

advantageous in that it is not subject to cloud masks, such as those instituted in MODIS

and AERONET observations. The data have allowed us to show that the aerosols may

affect storm intensity, particularly in regions where the thermodynamic ingredients are

marginal (low NCAPE and large WCD). The signal observed also gives some credence to

the model itself, as random model biases should act to remove any dependence of storm

intensity on aerosol concentrations.
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Figure 1. Topographical map of LMA networks and years included in the study. Storms during

the months of April - June were included in the study. The LMA in Colorado was installed in

the spring of 2012.
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Figure 2. (a) Sample image of feature identification and isolated classification. Gray lines

represent boundaries of identified cells. Tan contours represent convective regions according

to Yuter and Houze [1998] algorithm. Cell 9225 is classified as isolated whereas cells 9219-

9223 are classified as organized. (b) Charge locations and corresponding vertical LMA source

distributions (green lines) for normal (left) and anomalous (center, right) charge structures. LMA

mode temperatures are used as a proxy for the location of the most active positive charge to

diagnose storm charge structure. The number of (+) icons denotes the relative strength of the

positive charge regions.
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Figure 3. XLMA-style plot used for subjective flash algorithm performance analysis. Points

are LMA sources colored by time. Identified flashes are plotted with a black x.
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Figure 4. (a) Median storm flash rate and flash density for storms in all regions. Points only

included if sufficient sample size in the bin. (b) Cumulative distribution functions of storm flash

densities in each region. Nonzero cumulative frequencies at low flash densities are from storm

without lightning.
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Figure 5. (a) Cumulative distribution functions of storm flash rates in each region. (b)

Composite mean (solid) and maximum (dashed) vertical reflectivity profile for all storms in each

region. No reflectivities exist below the surface (1.5 km) surface elevation in Colorado. (c) Mean

vertical profile of radar reflectivity as a function of environmental temperature. Black horizontal

lines denote the 0 ◦C and -40 ◦C mixed-phase region for reference.
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Figure 6. Median storm total flash rate and maximum 0 dBZ echo height for each region.

Both axes are log. Dashed lines are continental and ocean parameterizations from Price and

Rind [1992] for comparison.
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Figure 7. Median flash rates for populations of storms in each LMA mode temperature bin

in each region. Median absolute deviation is represented by the bars and point colors represent

the relative frequency of LMA mode temperatures in each region.
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Figure 8. Total fraction of ground flashes with positive polarity for storms in each LMA mode

temperature bin in each region. The colors of the points represent the total IC/CG ratio for

the storms in a particular LMA mode temperature bin. Totals for all storms in a bin were used

instead of a storm median value because values for a particular cell can have large fluctuations,

especially in storms with low CG rates. Totals are also more comparable to climatological studies

such as Boccippio et al. [2001]. Bars indicate the spread of +CG fraction with a median absolute

deviation. Region totals are denoted in the top-left of each panel.
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Figure 9. (a) Median flash rate for each population of storms in a CAPE bin. The bars

represent the 25th and 75th percentile of flash rates. The color of each point represents the

relative CAPE fraction for the whole population of storms in all regions and the colored lines

show the CAPE CDF by each region. (b) Same as (a) for NCAPE. (c) Same as (a) for cloud base

height. (d) Same as (a) for warm cloud depth. The R2 value represents the Pearson correlation

coefficient and is a measure of the linearity of a relationship. The ρ value represents the Spearman

rank correlation coefficient and is a measure of how monotonic a relationship is.
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Figure 10. Median flash rate (colored) for storms within a 2D bin (a) for NCAPE and CBH

and (b) for WCD and CBH. (c) Fraction of storms classified as anomalous by flash rates higher

than 5 flashes min−1 and LMA mode temperature warmer than -30 ◦C. Number of samples in

each bin denoted in text. If more than 75% of anomalous storms in a bin are from Colorado

(Oklahoma), text will appear green (orange).
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Figure 11. (a) Median flash rate for each surface N40 concentration bin for storms in Alabama,

DC and Oklahoma. (b) Same as (a) but for the Colorado region. (c) Mean vertical profiles

of radar reflectivity for subjectively stratified aerosol concentrations. Stratification values and

sample sizes given in the legend.
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Figure 12. Schematic of the relationship between electrical characteristics and environmental

quantities.
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